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BRINGING TOGETHER THE LATEST HEALTH TECH AND FUTURISTIC DESIGN
A combination of stylish, minimalist Nordic design and latest hi-tech, N.A.P. is bringing the future of well-being to offices and 
public spaces today. Based on the groundbreaking health tech from Neurosonic, N.A.P. provides an easy and scientifically 
tested method for full body recovery and relaxation in the midst of a busy workday. The stylish and unique design and choice 
of high-quality materials make it the perfect centerpiece of any office.

HEALTH BENEFITS IN EVERYDAY LIFE IS WHAT N.A.P. IS ALL ABOUT
The value of short breaks and powernaps in the middle of the working day is quickly gaining more understanding and ap-
preciation. Companies seeking for the ultimate competitive edge are realizing that health tech can improve both comfort and 
efficiency in the office – and the opportunities are huge! 

RELAXATION, RECOVERY, AND ACTIVATION COME AS STANDARD
The Neurosonic technology that N.A.P. uses is based on sensory tissue stimulation, where very low frequency vibration helps 
in relaxing the body and mind in a safe and research-proven manner. Depending on the chosen program, the effect can also 
be activating. What happens in detail is a mix of health benefits that N.A.P. brings together in a new and revolutionary way:

- Boosting blood and fluid circulation
- Fixing stress-based symptoms
- Enhancing quality of sleep
- Easing muscle tension and swelling
- Activating metabolism
- Assisting in physical and mental recovery
- Improving sports performance

ABOUT THE USAGE AREAS OF THE DEVICES
Neurosonic technology has been developed to relieve bodily and mental stress, as well as improve recovery. The stress 
mechanism in the body is very similar regardless of the person or cause of the stress. Additionally, metabolism and hormonal 
functions are similar between humans. We have found the right frequencies to which the body responds to quickly and which 
suit the most people. Due to this, the method is quick and effective with most symptoms; sleep quality, in particular, improves, 
and tenseness, anxiety and restlessness are alleviated. The devices can also pleasantly alleviate muscle tension, numbness, 
different pains, headaches and migraines.

 
SAFETY
 
The devices are safe to use, as the vibrations produced function in the same area as the vibrations in the tissue itself; due to 
this, the device does not cause side effects. There are no age limits for using the devices. The best effect is achieved by using 
the devices daily and regularly. However, we do not recommend using the devices for more than an hour daily. There are 
situations where using the devices is not recommended at all. Do not use the devices if you have some of the following:
 
-  Acute inflammation that can spread
-  Acute spinal disc herniation
-  Acute thrombosis
-  You are pregnant
-  Influenza or fever
-  Serious eye disease
-  If you have been vaccinated, we do not recommend using the device during the same day.
-  If you are unsure if the device is suitable for you, consult your doctor.
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SETTING UP THE DEVICE
GET STARTED:

Connect the necessary cables and power cords to the central unit of the device and plug the power cord in the wall socket.

Images 1-3: When starting the application for the first time, you are 
asked to read and accept the terms of use.

Image 4: After accepting the terms of use, do the Bluetooth search.

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Image 7: Alternatively, you can enter the settings from the upper right 
corner in the main menu. Press “Find and pair” to start scanning for 
devices.

Image 8: Scanning for devices.

5. 6.

7. 8.

Image 5: The program requests you to enable Bluetooth if it is not 
already on. Click “Turn on” if you wish to proceed. Exiting the view does 
not create the connection.

Image 6: Click one of the four programs to create the connection.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

PROBLEM CAUSE SOLUTION

I can’t get a program started. Bluetooth connection issue Turn your N.A.P. device off for a mo-
ment and restart. In case the connec-
tion issues continue, please contact 
service@neurosonictechnologies.com

I cannot feel vibrations from the device 
at all or only partially.

Intensity has been set to off or signal 
cable is disconnected and/or loose

Add intensity, and ensure that the signal 
cable is securely attached to the central 
unit.

I can’t get a program started. Power issue Check that the main power switch is on. 
Check that the power cord is plugged in 
and securely attached.

SERVICING THE DEVICE
Do not service the device yourself except as directed by this manual. If you need technical service, please contact the point of 
sale. Store the device in a place where it is not exposed to excessive dust. Dust accumulation prevents the system from func-
tioning reliably. Vacuum the central unit ventilation duct 2-3 times per year. This ensures sufficient cooling for the central unit.
Always check the cleaning instructions for your particular fabric on the relevant fabric supplier’s website before you clean or 
treat your furniture. Regular cleaning is important to maintain the appearance and durability of furnishing fabric. Use a vacuum 
cleaner to remove dust and debris as soon as possible. Soak up spilt liquid before it dries. To remove stains, work from the 
outer edge of the stain towards the centre to prevent the stain spreading. Only use cleaning agents designed for textiles. 
Prior to use, test the cleaning agent on a hidden patch of fabric. Avoid wetting the fabric excessively. Avoid rubbing, because 
this may damage the fiber in the fabric. Removable covers are washable as stated in the washing instructions on the fabric 
supplier’s website.Ensure that water or other liquids do not enter the device. Turn the power off by unplugging the device from 
the wall socket before vacuuming the central unit.

 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The central unit has an external power supply, connected to a wall socket.

Voltage: 15V Power: in use max. 90W, in stand-by 0.5W


